
BULLET JOURNAL
ORGANIZING EVERY DAY



HOW IT WORKS:
■ Bring together to-do lists, notes, thoughts, goals, and more 

to one place

■ Customize, review, and revise to meet your needs

■ Gain clarity and peace of mind through organization

■ For some, relax with a creative outlet



Initial Set-up:

■ You’ll need a notebook and pencil or pen

■ A quiet space to write

■ Lingering to-do lists, calendars, notes, etc.

Begin by preparing the Index and Future Log with any 
known spreads and information.

Monthly and daily logs are entered as you come to them



Index ■ Like any good book, this tells 
you what‘s ahead and where.

■ Add page numbers as each spread 
is created.

■ You do not need to add pages to 
the index if you do not wish to 
reference them later.

Pro Tip: use color-coding to locate 
specific types of pages more easily 
(habit trackers, collections, 
everything for one month in the 
same color)



@cottonart

@grey.and.copper

@elizabethjournals

@saricastudio



Future log ■ A reference for the future

■ This is where important dates 
will be kept before you get to 
the respective month of 
planning.

■ You might have annual or 
reoccurring collections before 
your monthly spreads start, 
such as financial planning, 
long term projects, or books to 
read.



@alifeofbujo_

@annebujo

@applesandbujojos @marthaplans



Monthly ■ Create a home base for events and 
tasks to do this month.

■ Refer back to your Future Log for 
things to include so you don’t 
forget anything important!

■ Track habits, budget, moods, and 
more with some monthly 
collections before your daily 
spreads start.

■ Enter the page number into the 
Index, as well as pages for any 
collections you want to reference 
later.



@craftyenginerd

@ihggs

@fandomandbooks

@cindywildflowers



Rapid 
Logging

■ Use bullets to categorize your 
entries.

■ Add tasks, events, or notes as 
they come up throughout your 
day.

■ Indicate when you have completed 
something, or add further notes 
when necessary.

Pro Tip:  Rapid logging is intended 
to make efficient use of your 
journal and not waste time.  So 
don‘t spend too much time 
planning here, except to start your 
day.



@bejennie2

@happilyeverafter_

@jordanelisheva

@miranda_plans_



Daily ■ Here is where you start your day.

■ Reference your monthly spread 
for important events or tasks.

■ Evaluate previous days for 
things you need to migrate 
forward.

■ You can plan each day as it 
comes, or set up in advance to 
gain insight to the week ahead.

■ Utilize rapid logging for 
efficiency.

■ Weather, meals, hydration, and 
timelines are common additions 
to daily entries.

@itguybujo



@studyingbujo

@selenenen

@begumjournals

@lovelyjournals_



Collections

■ These are spreads dedicated to one topic.

■ Common collections include financial planning, mood, habit, and 
sleep trackers, books to read, one line or doodle a day, long-term 
projects or goals, gardening plans, running to-do lists and cleaning 
trackers.

■ To create any custom spread, first consider all the attributes you 
would like to include, order them by importance, then determine size 
needed for each attribute.

■ This is where a lot of people find their creative outlets in their bullet 
journals.



@fischrmedia

@the.petite.planner

@craftyenginerd


